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ABSTRACT

Learning science and religion is a combination of knowledge or science with relevant verses of the Al-Qur’an. Education is not only a means of gaining general knowledge through subjects, but also covers aspects of life as a whole, including religious morals. Considering that natural phenomena are so vast, it would be a shame if students are not given enough integration between science and religion, one of which is in physics lessons. The researcher took the initiative to carry out the application of science and religion further in the hope of providing a solution, namely by teaching physics, fluid material, integrated with verses from the Al-Qur’an. This study employs mixed or combined research (mixed methods) with the type of Explanatory Design. Specifically, data collection and analysis of quantitative data are done in the first stage, and then qualitative data are collected and analyzed in the second stage. The integration of science and religion for the fluid material used produces an average value that is categorized as very good. Apart from that, the material from the validation results uses 3 foundations, namely the theological basis (hadârat an-nas), philosophical basis (hadârat al-falsafah), and scientific basis (hadârat al-‘ilm). So that the verses of the Al-Qur’an become the main source of the theological basis for the idea of integration by including religious elements, then the scientific or scientific basis which includes the basics of static fluid physics, and the philosophical basis which includes the field of philosophy to connect these two things.

INTRODUCTION

Learning science and religion is a combination of knowledge or science with relevant verses of the Al-Al-Qur’an. For Muslims, the Al-Al-Qur’an functions as a guide to life and can be used as a physics learning tool (Susanti et al., 2019). Material related to the Al-Al-Qur’an or hadith is able to provide awareness of the glorification and majesty of Allah through His creation (Agusti et al., 2019). The integration of science and religion is part of the process of preparing students to become human beings who are moral and believe in God Almighty. This is one of the goals outlined in the Regulations of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research and Technology concerning Competency Standards for Graduates in Early Childhood Education, Basic Education Levels, and Secondary Education Levels for 2022.

Education is not only a means of gaining general knowledge through subjects, but also covers aspects of life as a whole, including religious morals (Rokhim et al., 2022). However, the
reality is that senior high school education is largely the same as regular high school education. Because most textbooks do not contain verses from the Al-Al-Qur’an or hadith, and teachers rarely connect physics lessons with verses from the Al-Al-Qur’an, even though in many physics lessons, if they do this, they can help students understand and appreciate the majesty of God’s creation (Sri Anggoro et al., 2019). As in research conducted by Susanti (2019), interviews conducted by several teachers stated that the teaching materials used were still conventional teaching materials, so this made students less motivated to learn, one of which was studying physics, because the physics teaching materials used only contained material text, memorizing formulas and questions printed on opaque paper with black ink. In addition, in Islamic education institutions there are subjects of interpretation, hadith, fiqh, and other religious knowledge materials ranging from Madrasah Ibtidaiyah to Madrasah Aliyah, some of which never teach the Al-Al-Qur’an through explanations of natural phenomena. In fact, if we review it again, there are many connections between science and the Al-Al-Qur’an, one of which is physics.

Considering that natural phenomena are so vast, it would be a shame if students are not given enough integration between science and religion, one of which is in physics lessons. As carried out by Nurokhmah (2019), pre-test and post-test analysis of students who used an integrated physics module with Al-Al-Qur’an verses showed an increase in cognitive learning outcomes in static fluid material. Apart from integrating science and religion, students are also able to apply the principles of physics to the verses of the Al-Al-Qur’an, so that faith and a sense of greatness in the interconnectedness of these things is formed. As research conducted by Zainuddin (2020) shows that apart from studying the principles of physics, students are also able to apply them to the verses of the Al-Al-Qur’an which strengthen their faith when they see the connection between the majesty of God, the creator of fluids static by connecting it.

Researchers took the initiative to carry out this application of science and religion further in the hope of providing a solution, namely by using fluid physics teaching materials integrated with verses from the Al-Al-Qur’an. As an innovation or update, this research adds density material by an Islamic scientist, namely Abu Rayhan Al-Biruni in his work Maqalah fi al-Nisab Allati Bayna al-Filazzat wa al-Jawahir fi al-Hajm wa al-Wazn (Sanjaya et al., 2020). The aim of this research was none other than to describe the results of the integration between science and religion for fluid statistical material, in the form of data validity by sources and further studies.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

This research uses mixed or combined research (mixed methods) with the type of Explanatory Design. According to Creswell (2018), In addition to being an research technique, mixed methods research incorporates philosophical presuppositions into its design. Mixed method research is a research strategy that integrates or links qualitative and quantitative modes of data collection (Pane et al., 2022).

According to Pane (2022), First-stage data collecting and quantitative data analysis characterize explanatory design research. Then, in order to support the findings of the quantitative study conducted in the first stage, move on with the gathering and analysis of qualitative data in the second stage. Quantitative research focuses on testing material that has been validated by the resource person, namely Mada Sanjaya W. S., Ph. D., the resource person is an undergraduate and postgraduate graduate from the Bogor Agricultural Institute in 2007, then continued his doctorate at University Malaysia Terengganu in 2012. The reason the researcher used the sole validator is because the resource person is a book author as well as a translator of several books and papers by Muslim scholars from the Abbasid Caliphate era, including Algebra Al-Khwraizmi, Ibn Al-Haytham, Abu al-Wafa al-Buzjani, al-Jazari, al-Khayyam, al-Farabi, al-Biruni, with a total of 52 books. One of the resource persons' book works was used in this research as an innovation, with the title Al-Biruni's Pyknometer in Maqalah Fi Al-Nisab Allati Bayna Al-Filazzat Wa Al-Jawahir Fi Al-Hajm Wa Al-Wazn and its Implementation Based on an Arduino Microcontroller. There are 3 aspects assessed, namely
language, materials, scientific literacy and integration. The language aspect includes (1) grammar and spelling according to Indonesian, (2) the language used is easy to understand, (3) the use of communicative sentences. Meanwhile, the material aspects assessed are (4) the material presented is in accordance with the concept of statistical fluid, (5) the phenomena presented are in accordance with statistical fluid, (6) the material used is presented systematically, (7) the material presented is in accordance with everyday life days, (8) the material presented is in accordance with the indicators and learning objectives. For the scientific literacy aspect, the aspects assessed are (9) the material presented provides opportunities to apply natural and technological phenomena, (10) the material presented provides opportunities to build scientific explanation designs and interpret scientific data and evidence, (11) the material presented provides opportunities to research, disseminate and use knowledge to make decisions, (12) the methods used are appropriate to the students' abilities, (13) the methods used do not give rise to students' misconceptions. In the integration aspect, the assessment includes (14) a theological basis (hadârat an-nas) which is continuous with the sub-material used, (15) a philosophical basis (hadârat al-falsafah) capable of providing an understanding of integration and interconnection, (16) a scientific basis (hadârat al-‘ilm) used is informative.

The validation results on the integrated material are calculated by adding up the scores obtained from the sources and then calculated using the following equation:

\[
\text{Validation results} \% = \frac{\text{total score obtained}}{\text{maximum score}} \times 100
\]

With scoring guidelines:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%&lt; x ≤ 20%</td>
<td>Not good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21%&lt; x ≤ 40%</td>
<td>Not enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41%&lt; x ≤ 60%</td>
<td>Enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61%&lt; x ≤ 80%</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81%&lt; x ≤ 100%</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Riduwan, 2015)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of the Results of the Integration of Science and Religion for Fluid Materials
Referring to the views and concepts of interconnection integration developed by Amin Abdullah in Amri's research (2017), in formulating the foundation or basis for interconnection integration it must be based on three foundations, namely the theological basis (hadârat an-nas), philosophical basis (hadârat al-falsafah), and scientific basis (hadârat al-‘ilm). Regarding this, this research uses static fluid material containing sub-materials, namely Density, hydrostatic, Pascal's, Archimedes', Surface tension, Capillarity, and viscosity, integrated with related verses of the Al-Al-Qur'ân. The explanation can be seen in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Al-Qur'ân verses used in integration.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrostatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pascal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface tension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capillarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The science and religion integration material that had been prepared was observed and assessed to determine its suitability as assessed by one of the expert lecturers in the physics department from Uin Sunan Gunung Djati Bandung, namely Mada Sanjaya W.S., Ph. D. Data from the integration analysis are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Data from Source Validity Results.](image)

According to Figure 1. It can be seen from the validation of the sources that the values and percentage results obtained can be concluded that everything described in the material used is very good. Meanwhile, for the aspect of religious science integration itself, the resource person gave an average rating of 4 with a percentage of 100%, so it was categorized as very good.

**Discussion of the Integration of Science and Religion for Fluid Materials**

In language the word "integrate" means creating a whole by connecting, and "integration" means creating a whole by combining (Muslih et al., 2023). In the meantime, the Sanskrit term for religion is derived from two words: gama, which means to go, and a, which indicates no (Muslih et al., 2023). Religion in English means belief in God, with a particular belief and worship system (Sunardin, 2021). Meanwhile, according to researchers themselves, religion comes from the Arabic word (addin) which means pillar, handle, principle of life. Between religion and science, unity or integration refers to efforts to bring the two together, but not necessarily combining or mixing them as a whole, because each object has its own identity that must be maintained (Aini & Astutik, 2023).

In this case, in Indonesia, the majority of Muslims are Muslim, according to Aini and Astutik (2023), In Islam, the view is that science and the hadith of the Qur'an are both based on monotheism or the Oneness of Allah so that there is the possibility of a connection or integration of the two. He stated that the aim of the Qur'an Hadith and Science in Education is so that students are able and motivated to understand, study and apply scientific principles and religious teachings. Discussing the relationship between science and Al-Qur'an Hadith, it can be seen that the breadth of Hadith includes balance, harmony and harmony in human interactions with Allah SWT, with oneself, with other people and with the environment (hablum minallah wa hablum minannas) (Asyafah, 2019). So that Muslims can use the Koran as a source of life guidance and at the same time understand science, especially physics (Susanti et al., 2019). In this way, students will be able to understand that the phenomena they see and study in physics are evidence of the greatness of Allah SWT, making their study of science and religion relevant (Zainuddin et al., 2020).

In the paradigm between religion and science, religion is a basic position that has an absolute or static nature, meaning that the foundation of religion, such as in Islam, namely the words of the Al-Qur'an, cannot be changed, whereas in science itself it is dynamic, this means changing continuously according to the latest problems and keeping up with the times. If these
two things cannot be reconciled, then there is no mistake between religion and science itself, but the method of interpretation or philosophy of science and religion that needs to be developed. This is different from the research conducted by Zainuddin (2020) and Nurokhmah (2019), namely that the material used contains Al-Qur’an verses to determine the connection between physics and the Al-Qur’an, there is no integration method, so this research uses the interconnection integration method developed by Amin Abdullah as the basis for preparing the material.

‘Ulm al-din (Kalam, Fiqh, Tafsir, ‘Ulm Al-Qur’an, Hadith) or Islamic religious knowledge that is brought together and dialogued seriously is expressed by Amin Abdullah (2020) in the integration-interconnection paradigm. Dirasat Islamiyyah (Islamic Studies) is then integrated and interconnected by taking into consideration input and using the thinking and methods of modern science, social sciences, and contemporary humanities as a tool for analysis and religious thinking. Muqarabah al-takmuliyah li alma’rifah (complementary scientific approaches between various scientific disciplines); ushul murakkabah muta’adidatu al-takhassus (a layered foundation of knowledge consisting of various scientific disciplines or scientific specializations); al-tamazuj al-ma’rify baina mukhtalafi al-takhassusat (mixing knowledge between different specialties or expertise) are some of the terms used by Muhammad Almistiry to formulate the concepts that are the basis of this paradigm (Abdullah, 2020). Amin Abdullah then simplified this paradigm in studies at UIN Sunan Kalijaga Yogyakarta, namely by connecting, linking, or if possible unifying the two sciences, namely religious science and general science, through a triangular dialect: text tradition (hadarah al-nas), academic-scientific tradition (hadarah al-ilm), and the critical-ethical tradition (hadarah al-falsafah) (Masyitoh et al., 2020). In here, ḥadārah al-ilm refers to learning the information found in the Holy Book, ḥadārah al-falsafah deals with ethics and reality, and ḥadārah al-naṣṣ denotes believing in the Holy Book. This study employs a scientific viewpoint through critical scientific and philosophical literacy between verses from the Al-Qur’an and fluid physics. According to Amin Abdullah (2020), Islamic education must keep in mind three fundamental ideas from three perspectives: the textual perspective, the scientific and knowledge perspective, and the critical and transformative philosophical perspective. This is because Islamic education aims to foster diversity of study and science at the same time.

Amin Abdullah’s interconnection integration theory requires several models to implement this idea because the theoretical framework is not limited to the conceptual domain. The model required is one of three models: (1) confirmatory, meaning that science needs to obtain validation from other scientific domains to build a strong theory; (2) informative, meaning that science needs to be expanded with data from other scientific fields to obtain a more comprehensive point of view; and (3) corrective, meaning that scientific theories need to be compared with religious knowledge or vice versa (Zahro’ et al., 2023). In this case, the use of Islamic concepts in education, such as the science-based discovery model of religion, uses the verseization of relevant information by utilizing the verification model. The most common practice in the field of scientific interpretation of the Al-Qur’an is verseization, or efforts to present the verses of the Al-Qur’an through social, scientific or other information deemed appropriate to the context of the Al-Qur’an (Zahro’ et al., 2023). So that the verses of the Al-Qur’an can be precise and consistent with scientific discoveries, as well as the greatness of the Al-Qur’an but also always in harmony with scientific discoveries.

Surah Al-Mujjadi Verse 11 contains one of the key expressions created in the implementation of interconnection integration.

Alphabetical version: Yā ayuwallāţāţā āmānā iżā qīla lakum ṭafsāsāţā fil-majālīsī ṭafsāsāţā yāfasillāţā lakum, wa iżā qilansuţūţu fansuţūţu yarfa’i’l-lāţūţāţā āmānū mingkum wallāţāţa ẓūl-’īlmā darajāţ, wallāţū bināţ ta’ mašūna khabīr.
Meaning: “O you who believe, if it is said to you: "Majlis be spacious", then be spacious and Allah will make room for you. And when it is said: "Stand up", then stand up, surely Allah will raise those who believe among you and those who have been given knowledge by several degrees. And Allah is All-Knowing of what you do”.

According to Amin, three important things that form the framework of a Muslim's existence are faith, knowledge and charity. These three terms are used as a result of a study of the term "majâlis" (Amri M Nurhadi et al., 2017). In philosophy, there are 3 pillars that are used as the basis of theory or science, namely ontological, epistemological and axiological. From an ontological point of view, the aim of religious knowledge is revelation, while the object of general science is the natural universe and its contents, because both come from God (Allah SWT), there is a fundamental relationship between religious science and general science (Amri M Nurhadi et al., 2017). Normative methods are used in the epistemological construction of religious (Islamic) sciences, but an empirical approach is used in the construction of general sciences, so that truly accurate revelation is based on factual facts (Amri M Nurhadi et al., 2017).

Thus, the development of general sciences and religious sciences uses normative and empirical approaches. As can be seen in Figure 2 which shows how science can further be developed in line with the integration and connectivity between the Al-Al-Qur’an and Sunnah. From an axiological perspective, religious science seeks to advance human welfare both in the world and in the afterlife, while general science seeks to advance the welfare of life in the universe (Amri M Nurhadi et al., 2017). Therefore, in order for science and technology to provide complete benefits, science and technology must be understood from the complexity of human life in a comprehensive and integrated manner as illustrated in figure 2 by (Salim & Mukhibat, 2020).

Figure 2. Central science of integration-interconnection (Salim & Mukhibat, 2020)

CONCLUSION
The integration of science and religion for the fluid material used produces an average value that is categorized as very good. Apart from that, the material from the validation results uses 3 foundations, namely the theological basis (hadârat an-nas), philosophical basis (hadârat al-falsafah), and scientific basis (hadârat al-`ilm). So that the verses of the Al-Qur’an become the main source of the theological basis for the idea of integration by including religious elements, then the scientific or scientific basis which includes the basics of static fluid physics, and the philosophical basis which includes the field of philosophy to connect these two things. The recommendation is that it is hoped to develop static fluid material integrated with Al-Al-Qur’an verses using LKPD (Learner Worksheets) and teaching modules and in the teaching media it can use technology such as mobile application-based or similar to suit the scientific literacy indicators used.
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